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Preparation for Listening Sessions
Christian faith is a journey toward the Father, through the Son, and in the Spirit.
Along the way, we walk side-by-side in the Church. Each synod listening session will
provide participants an opportunity to reflect on our journey together in Christ. In
order to support this experience, individuals will need to be identified to serve in the
roles of facilitator, note taker, hospitality team members and parish/
community reporter.

Facilitators
Listening sessions will form the beating heart of the synod process. Facilitators will
play a major role in these listening sessions, leading prayer and guiding discussions
in a spirit of openness and charity.

Facilitators can join virtual training sessions in mid-January, and later, access videos
of them on the Synod website (synod.lacatholics.org/training).The facilitator will work
with the reporter, who will compile, synthesize, and submit an online report on
behalf of the parish or community. The facilitator is the host of each listening session
and will promote an atmosphere of friendship and fraternity by modeling an attitude
of hospitality so that all participants feel welcome.

The words “synod” and “synodality” are unfamiliar to most Catholics. Therefore,
using the resources in this toolkit, the facilitator will explain what a synod is and
what synodality means, why this particular synod is unique, and why participation in
this process matters. Next, the facilitator will lead participants in the Synod Prayer
invoking the Holy Spirit and will guide small-group reflection on the Gospel.  Then,
the facilitator will explain the aim of the listening session and present shared norms
for the dialogue to follow. The small-group discussions will focus on how we have
and have not journeyed together as a Church in the past, as well as how we can
journey together more closely in the future. 

The facilitator will clearly explain the nature of the process: we gather to pray, to
reflect, and to dialogue together. This process of listening and engaging does not
seek to change any teachings of the Church. Rather, a listening session is an exercise
in synodality — “journeying together.” Part of journeying together is a willingness to
listen to and learn from each  other. We may not agree on every matter, but with
humility, sensitivity, and above all charity, we will listen to the experiences of others.

Preparation for Listening Sessions
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Hospitality Team
In addition to supporting the logistics of the event by setting up the in-person or
virtual space, these volunteers provide a warm welcome to all participants. Christian
hospitality, in fact, treats everyone as Jesus himself: “I was a stranger and you
welcomed me” (Matthew 25:35). The listening sessions are an opportunity to engage
anew with those who do not participate in parish life beyond Sunday Mass or have
been away from the Church. This team should be on the lookout for unfamiliar faces
and enthusiastically greet new people, offering support and reassurance as needed.
These volunteers would also be appropriate to serve in the role of note taker during
the sessions.

Parish/Community Reporter(s)
Provide the reporter(s) with the instructions from this toolkit (p. 57-63). The facilitator
can assist the reporter in compiling and synthesizing reports from the small groups.
One report will be submitted per listening parish/community. For additional
guidance and specific questions, please contact the Synod Steering Committee
(synod@la-archdiocese.org).

Note Takers
As much as possible, identify note takers in advance of the listening session, at least
one per six participants and provide them with instructions from this toolkit (p. 53).
Employ hospitality team members for this role when appropriate. Have
printed/digital copies of the instructions and forms available for note takers
identified on the day of the listening session.

Because the discussions will perhaps touch on difficult issues, the facilitator will
model and encourage respectful, non-judgmental listening and speaking as concrete
expressions of charity. The Leadership Roundtable Process for Facilitating Synodal
Consultations includes a helpful resource in “Appendix 1: Facilitating Potentially
Difficult Synodal Consultations” and is included in the appendix of this toolkit. 

Following the small-group discussions, the facilitator will open the discussion to the
full assembly, encouraging participants in thanksgiving to share graces received and
insights gained from the experience. Finally, the facilitator will close with a prayer.

Preparation for Listening Sessions



Welcome! Thank you for joining us for this third in a series of three
listening sessions of the Synod in this parish (or community). I am N.,
and I will be the facilitator of this process.

As a recap for those who joined us last time and as an introduction for
those joining us for the first time:  In October 2021, His Holiness Pope
Francis opened a worldwide synod process. In the language of the
Church, a synod is an assembly, principally of bishops, that gathers
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit to discuss and decide on matters
in the Church’s life and mission.

The theme for the synod underway is “For a Synodal Church:
Communion, Participation, and Mission.” 
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In these or similar words, the facilitator welcomes participants:

The facilitator can also invite those who will play a special role in the listening session to
stand and be introduced.

In these or similar words, the facilitator provides an overview of synodality and the aim of
the synod process:

Welcome and Overview of Synodality

Session 3: Participation
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Participant Arrival
The hospitality team will welcome participants as they arrive, answer questions,  and
direct participants to be seated in small groups.

If note takers have not been determined prior to the session or additional are needed,
identify and invite individuals as they arrive to serve in the role, enough for each
small group of six.

recommended time: 10 minutes
Start Time:

Facilitator Guide: 3-Session Series
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Following a brief moment of silence, the facilitator begins the prayer.

The facilitator leads the participants in the Synod prayer or invites the pastor to do so.
The text of the prayer can be projected on a screen or distributed as a handout.

The Holy Spirit has gathered us here again in the name of Jesus. We
pause for a moment to recognize that God is indeed with us.

With confidence in the presence and power of the Spirit, we pray: 

We stand before You, Holy Spirit, 
    as we gather together in Your name.
With You alone to guide us, make Yourself at home in our hearts;
Teach us the way we must go and how we are to pursue it.
We are weak and sinful; do not let us promote disorder.
Do not let ignorance lead us down the wrong path 
    nor partiality influence our actions.
Let us find in You our unity 
    so that we may journey together to eternal life 
    and not stray from the way of truth and what is right.

The Greek word synodos is a fusion of two words: syn, meaning
“together,” and hodos, meaning “road,” which can basically translate
as “on the road together.” Synodality is a style or mode of being
Church, in which we journey together, both clergy and laity, each
according to our roles and spiritual gifts. If we engage this process
with an attitude of synodality, we can strengthen the bonds of
communion with God and between us, model participation in and co-
responsibility for the life of the Church, and go forth together on the
mission to proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the world.

Opening Prayer
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Participant
Guide

Slide
Available

Facilitator Guide: 3-Session Series
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Any participants not yet seated in small groups will be invited to join a group. 

The facilitator then invites the participants to introduce themselves within their small
groups.

In these or similar words, the facilitator provides an overview of the listening session:

We are sisters and brothers in Christ, which means there can be no
stranger among us. 

Once again, this synod listening session presents an invitation to listen
deeply to one another and to discern how God is calling us to journey
together more closely as his Church. The aim of this listening session is
simply to be present to the Holy Spirit and to one another, to listen to
and to learn from each other, and above all, to grow closer to Jesus
Christ and his Church.

During this session, we will listen to and reflect on the Word of God
and then will share in small groups on two main themes. There will be a
break between each discussion and we will conclude by sharing about
our time together with the full assembly.

Following our session today (and any other listening sessions hosted by
our parish/community), a synthesis will be assembled of the feedback
shared. Our report can also benefit this community as a foundation for
ongoing discussion and planning for the future. The feedback will be
utilized by a team tasked with creating a similar synthesis report for all
parishes and communities for the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

Overview of Listening Session
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All this we ask of You, who are at work in every place and time, 
     in the communion of the Father and the Son, forever and ever. Amen.

Facilitator Guide: 3-Session Series



The facilitator pauses.

The facilitator allows a few moments for small-group introductions.

A reading from the Gospel according to John.

Jesus said to his disciples: 
“I am the true vine, and my Father is the vine grower. 

Once again, we call on the Holy Spirit: “Speak, Lord, your servant is
listening.”

Together, we will now reflect on a Gospel passage from the Scriptures
in our small groups. The Word of God is living and effective, speaking
to each of us personally today. As you listen to the reading, ask
yourself in silence: "Lord, what are you saying to me?"

Listen for a word or phrase that calls your attention or touches your
heart.

Hold on to that word or phrase for sharing.

Gospel Reflection
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The reading is included in the Listening Session Presentation Slides and may be projected
while reading aloud and/or print/digital copies may be distributed while reading aloud. 

recommended time: 15 minutes
Start Time:

teaching the group how to pronounce your name
and by sharing something about any part of your name (first,
middle, last, nickname) that tells us something about you.

To begin our sharing, I invite each member of your group to introduce
himself or herself by

For example, my name is pronounced N. and...

Slide
Available

Facilitator Guide: 3-Session Series



In your small groups, I now invite you to share the word or phrase that
you chose and why it stood out to you. If you feel comfortable, share a
brief story or experience of how the word or phrase connects to your
life at this moment. As you share, center on your personal experiences
rather than teaching or preaching at this time.
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The facilitator pauses to allow time for silent reflection.

He takes away every branch in me that does not bear fruit, 
and every one that does he prunes so that it bears more fruit. 
You are already pruned because of the word that I spoke to you.
Remain in me, as I remain in you. 
Just as a branch cannot bear fruit on its own 
unless it remains on the vine, 
so neither can you unless you remain in me. 
I am the vine, you are the branches.
Whoever remains in me and I in him will bear much fruit, 
because without me you can do nothing. 

Anyone who does not remain in me 
will be thrown out like a branch and wither; 
people will gather them and throw them into a fire 
and they will be burned.  
If you remain in me and my words remain in you, 
ask for whatever you want and it will be done for you. 
By this is my Father glorified, 
that you bear much fruit and become my disciples. 
As the Father loves me, so I also love you.     
Remain in my love. 
If you keep my commandments, you will remain in my love, 
just as I have kept my Father’s commandments and remain in his love. I
have told you this so that my joy may be in you 
and your joy might be complete.”

Facilitator Guide: 3-Session Series



We walk together with Jesus on the road of life. This listening session
is a time to share with one another the things that have taken place
on our journey of faith and where Jesus is calling us to go together.

We gather to pray, reflect, and dialogue. This process of listening
and engaging does not seek to change any teachings of the Church.
Rather, a listening session is an exercise in synodality—“journeying
together.” Part of journeying together is a willingness to listen to and
learn from each other. We may not agree on every matter, but with
humility, sensitivity, and charity, we will listen to the experiences of
others.

Dialogue requires the courage both to listen and to speak. Above all,
dialogue requires respect. We acknowledge each person here as a
brother or sister in Christ, whom Jesus loves and for whom he died.
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The facilitator will refer participants to the “Shared Norms for Dialogue” also included in
the Participant Guide.
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In preparation for the small-group discussion, the facilitator provides a common
understanding of how to participate in the activities to follow.

Shared Norms for Dialogue

Amen.

The facilitator pauses to allow time for silent prayer.

Thank you for sharing how God is speaking to you through his Word. In
response to what we have heard in the Word and from each
other, I invite you to ask yourself in silence, "Lord, what are you
asking me to do?" Pray for the grace to do what Jesus asks.

The facilitator allows time for small-group sharing.

Facilitator Guide: 3-Session Series



speak clearly, one person at a time, without interruption,

listen for understanding, with an open mind and without
judgment,

display attentive posture, conscious of body language and facial
expressions,

be sensitive to differences in communication styles,

limit how long we speak so everyone has time to share,

and speak only once until everyone else has had a chance to
share.

Therefore, as we engage in this listening session, we will:

In summary, we will treat each other with reverence and listen to
each other with respect—we will be listening for the Holy Spirit
among us!

Our small-group discussions today will focus on themes related to
Participation. For the next 30 minutes, we will discuss a series of
questions on Discerning and Deciding.  You will find the discussion
questions listed in your Participant Guide as well as a list of helpful
terms for your reference.

One member of the group has been designated to take notes and fill
out a Summary Form. During the last five minutes of your discussion,
your note taker will lead you in creating a summary for the group.
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In these or similar words, the facilitator introduces the first theme for discussion:
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Participant
Guide

Slide
Available
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Session 3, Discussion A: “Discerning and Deciding”
In recent years, how have we intentionally listened to the voice of
the Holy Spirit as a Church?
In recent years, how have we identified needs within the Church
and the world and how to address them?
In recent years, how have our decision-making processes
encouraged or discouraged wider consultation within the Church?
How might the Church be invited to “journey together” more fully
through individual and communal listening to the Spirit in the
years to come?
How might the Holy Spirit be inviting our Church to “journey
together” more fully through consultative decision-making in the
years to come?
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The facilitator indicates when five minutes remain in the discussion time. Each small group
will summarize the main points of Discussion A, which the group note taker will write in the
Small-Group Summary Form provided.
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As you think of possibilities, perhaps pay attention to the ideas that
give you clarity, enthusiasm, peace, and hope (these may be an
indication of the promptings of the Spirit).

The small-group discussion questions can be projected on a screen or distributed to each
participant.

At the end of this session, an appointed reporter will compile and
synthesize the small-group reports and submit one report to the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles for this parish (or community).   The
Archdiocese will then submit one report to the United States
Conference of Catholics Bishops for use in the next phase of the
synod.

In the questions, “Church” can mean the Archdiocese of Los Angeles or
our parish (or community, apostolate, or group).

Participant
Guide

Slide
Available
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CONCLUDE EACH SESSION WITH THANKSGIVING AND PRAYER ON PAGES 23-24
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Facilitator Guide: 3-Session Series
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What are you learning about communion through the Synod
process?

What are you learning about participation through the Synod
process?

What are you learning about mission through the Synod process?

How might the Holy Spirit be inviting our Church to form people to
“journey together” to live communion, to achieve participation,
and to be open to mission?

As you think of possibilities, perhaps pay attention to the ideas that
give you clarity, enthusiasm, peace, and hope (these may be an
indication of the promptings of the Spirit)

For the next 30 minutes, we will discuss a series of questions on
Growing in Synodality.

The facilitator invites the participants to take a 10-minute break.

Break

Session 3, Discussion B: “Growing in Synodality”

recommended time: 30 minutes
Start Time:

recommended time: 10 minutes
Start Time:

Participant
Guide

Slide
Available
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Thank you for sharing with us.
We will now close with prayer.

I now invite anyone to share with the full assembly the grace
received or insight gained.

Lord Jesus,
We give you thanks and praise for gathering us here today
and for speaking to us.
Give us the grace to live in communion with you and with each other,
to participate in the life of your Church,
and to advance your mission in the world.
May all we say and do be guided by your Spirit,
and may this Synod bear much fruit in your Church.
We ask this in your most holy name. 
Amen.

In the past two hours we have shared rich experiences of faith. We
have discussed how we have journeyed together in recent times and
how we can journey more closely together in the years to come.
In thanksgiving for the gift of this time together, I invite you to think
of a specific grace you received or insight you gained from this
experience.

Full Assembly Thanksgiving and Closing Prayer

The facilitator allows a brief moment for participants to reflect.

The facilitator says the closing prayer or invites the pastor to do so.

The facilitator allows time for participants to share with the full assembly.

In these or similar words, the facilitator invites the full assembly to share in thanksgiving 
their experience of the listening session.

recommended time: 20 minutes
Start Time:



God bless you and your families.

(We look forward to seeing you next time, on…).

Thank you all for your participation in this listening session. As this
synod process continues to unfold, we look forward to renewal in the
Spirit in our parish/community and Archdiocese.

In these or similar words, the facilitator concludes with words of thanks for participation in 
the listening session:
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Source: https://leadershiproundtable.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Process-for-Facilitating-Synodal-Consultations_Oct-2021_FINAL.pdf



Source: https://leadershiproundtable.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Process-for-Facilitating-Synodal-Consultations_Oct-2021_FINAL.pdf


